Exclusive presentation of the CHALLENGER 350 by John Travolta

Not the actor, but the famous pilot, John Travolta has made a speech during the EBACE to represent the new CHALLENGER 350. He is the exclusive test pilot of this handsome jet, and for sure it was a great pleasure for him to be one of the first to pilot it.

Global Jet always proposes the best products for their passengers, as the LUXOR Champagne, with its famous gold-leaves.
Exclusive presentation of the new CHALLENGER 350 by Bombardier

Not the actor, but the famous pilot, John Travolta has made a special appearance during the EBACE to represent the new CHALLENGER 350. He is the exclusive test pilot of this handsome jet, and for sure it was a great pleasure for him to be one of the first to pilot it.

From right to left, TATO Abner, Marketing and Quality Director Globaljet and TORRES Alexanders, Publisher Jet attitude
Exclusive presentation of the CHALLENGER 350 by Global Jet UK
Nearly 6 months in the year and Global Jet can already draw-up a positive report on 2013. The Geneva-based company keeps on growing. Its expansion strategy knows no setback. Since January, 10 new aircraft joined the fleet. Either private or commercial, these planes confirm the major role Global Jet plays on the private aviation market. With more than 65 aircraft, from all sizes and manufacturers, Global Jet can now claim its European leader position with pride. The Charter Sales Department of the company has definitely benefited from this expansion. Eight aircraft came to swell the ranks of the commercial fleet: 3 Gulfstream G550s - one of them is from 2013, equipped with the latest technologies (WIFI, Iphone and Ipad stations, massage seats...)-1 Global Express XRS, 1 Falcon 2000EX Easy, 1 Falcon 50, 1 Hawker 900XP, 1 Cessna Citation CJ2. To offer a perfect window to all of these aircraft, Global Jet decided to re-design its corporate website. The launch of this new, sleek and improved platform happened in April. www.globaljetconcept.com Easy to navigate, it features original applications such as 360° interior views of the charter aircraft, interactive floor plans, high-resolution pictures. This website has been created to work on every device. Tablets and smartphones’ users can now enjoy it at any time. ■

→ www.globaljetconcept.com